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Pupil of the Week 

Times Tables Champions 

Writer of the Week 

Good Learner 

The lucky winner of Learner of the Week this week was Lana-May G from Green Class.  

Congratulations, a very big well done to you! 

Mr Broadbent Elliana S (Red) Miss Spence Ella C (Indigo) 

Miss Houlden Carson K  (Yellow) Mr Palk Poppy W (Blue) 

Yellow Olivia E - For excellent attitude with Maths. 

Tereza A  - For always supporting others. 

Indigo Lily T - For  amazing singing during our production practice and carol concert practice. 

Franki C - For showing great improvement during addition in Maths. 

Green Macey S - For having a positive attitude to all her learning. 

Lacey-Mae C - For showing a huge improvement in Maths. 

Blue Lilly E - For  having an amazing attitude in Maths lessons. 
Layton P  -  For sharing his knowledge about earthquakes and tectonic plates. 

Orange Lennie M -  For excellent scientific skills. 

Mason C- For  excellent scientific skills. 

Red Lucas H - For having a great attitude to learning, always trying his best and being ready to learn. 

Annabelle C - For working tirelessly on proof reading and editing of her English work. 

Yellow Caine P  - For excellent sentence construction. 

Indigo Jack B - For his use of conjunctions and adding to his character description by asking a rhetorical       

question. 

Green Annie-R T - For ensuring she has used all the features of a newspaper report in her writing. 

Blue Poppy W - For  creating a detailed description about a volcanic eruption in our Geography lesson. 

Orange Libby B - For excellent work using speech within her writing. 

Red Alice S - For an outstanding narrative story. 

Our attendance for the whole school this week was only 85.49%. We seem to be really affected by 
illness this week, unfortunately. No individual class managed to reach 96%. Let’s hope everyone is 
back next week and feeling well for the Christmas holidays. A reminder that we have a class Pizza 
Party towards the end of term for the class who have had over 96% attendance the most times, so 
it’s something for the children to look forward to. It is very close between classes at the minute! We 

appreciate you sending your child in each and every day as this counts towards their class prize. We 
had 97 children with 100% attendance so very well done to them.                                                    
The individual winner was Coby H (Indigo Class) Well done! 


